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As interest in our innovative pre-doctoral program (PhD in Clinical Investigation) has grown over the years, we 
have noted promising students with interest and passion for translational science with specific areas of interest 
(e.g., biomedical imaging; quantitative methods) where we have not previously developed specific coursework or 
research/mentoring partnerships. Recognizing that our institution's recent acquisition of degree-granting 
authority (independent of any parent university) and full accreditation creates new opportunities for growth and 
innovation, the Associate Dean of our graduate school has authorized the Institute for Clinical and Translational 
Research (ICTR) to sponsor new tracks  (concentrations) under the "umbrella" of the PhD in Clinical Investigation 
(PCI). 

In the lead-up to enrolling the PhD students entering during the summer of 2021, we worked with the 

Department of Radiology's newly-recruited Vice Chair for Research, Dr. Tim Duong, to develop a new 

concentration in Biomedical Imaging. He has planned a novel curriculum for this concentration, has announced its 

existence to the incoming graduate students during orientation in August 2021, and has already had numerous 

inquiries, including 2 from students (one of whom was actively recruited to Einstein by PCI) seeking to undertake 

laboratory rotations with Dr. Duong as they consider enrolling in this new track. The collaborative process 

described - a collaboration between the Graduate School, the ICTR, and the Department of Radiology - represents 

the approach we have been using to implement this; and the students making inquiries and undertaking lab 

rotations in Biomedical Imaging represent our 'results' to date. At this point in our development, our "lessons 

learned" include the apparently strong level of student interest in this new track and the power of 
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collaborative/team science approaches to its implementation.  This new track, co-directed by Dr Mark Wagshul, is 

department-agnostic, in the spirit of further cultivating multidisciplinary collaboration across the entire 

translational research spectrum.   

Metrics that will be used to determine success will be:  
Near Term 

 Number of students undertaking rotations in Biomedical Imaging (goal: at least 2 during AY 2021-22) 

 Number of students enrolling in this concentration for their PhD (goal: at least 1 during AY 2021-22) 

Medium Term 

 Diversity (re: undergraduate major, race/ethnicity, and gender) of students enrolled 

 Pass rate for Qualifying Exam. 

Longer Term 

 Graduation rate and years to graduate 

 Career outcomes (retention in research careers). 
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